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Executive Summary
On October 11th at 21:23:40 UTC, Rapid7’s Managed Detection and Response (MDR) notified
CustomerName regarding the execution of a suspicious JavaScript file. Rapid7 initiated incident
response services to identify the extent of the compromise within the CustomerName
environment. To conduct the investigation, Rapid7 analyzed available real-time data from
InsightIDR and forensic artifacts collected using the Insight Agent. Rapid7 identified a total of
one system and one account that was in scope for the investigation.

Incident Synopsis

Rapid7 determined that the CustomerName environment was initially compromised on October
11th at 20:45:31 UTC. The threat actor gained access to an asset within the CustomerName
environment when a user executed a JavaScript file downloaded from a compromised website.
Rapid7 observed the JavaScript file spawn discovery commands, then create and execute a
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file.

One hour later, Rapid7 observed the execution of a second DLL as the result of a persistence
mechanism on the asset.

At this stage in the attack chain, Rapid7 recommended that CustomerName quarantine the
compromised asset, disable the compromised account, reset the credentials of the
compromised account, and block Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) associated with the
JavaScript file.

On October 12th at 13:14:54 UTC, Rapid7 observed the execution of the second DLL again as
the result of persistence. The DLL spawned additional discovery commands and legitimate
Windows processes and, by utilizing Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), Rapid7 determined that
the DLL likely injected code into the legitimate Windows child processes.

The Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) that Rapid7 identified in the investigation were
consistent with the SocGholish family of malware. The SocGholish family of malware utilizes
compromised websites to opportunistically target users. Rapid7 determined that the incident
was the result of an opportunistic SocGholish infection and not the result of a targeted attack
against CustomerName.
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Timeline

Figure 1 - Timeline of Events
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Recommendations
Remediation Actions

● Rebuild Affected Systems from a Known-Good Baseline Image
○ Rebuild systems from a known-good baseline image to counter undetected

threats.
○ Manually removing malware or scanning with an updated antivirus solution may

not fully restore the integrity of the system.
● Block Malicious Domains

○ Block the identified malicious domains at all appropriate network filtering
devices, such as firewalls, web proxies, and DNS servers.

● Lock the Affected Accounts
○ Lock the affected accounts until their credentials are rotated. InsightConnect

could be used to perform these actions, which can be accessed through the
“Take Action” button at the Investigations section.

● Change Passwords for Affected Accounts
○ Change the affected account passwords as soon as possible to prevent a

malicious actor from leveraging the credentials to access services.
○ Instruct users to not just change one character of a password, such as changing

Example1! to Example2! and to follow the NIST guidelines for the “memorized
secret” password policy. A malicious actor who has captured past credentials
could be more successful in guessing credentials changed by only one character.

○ InsightConnect could be used to perform these actions, which can be accessed
through the “Take Action” button at the Investigations section.

Corrective Actions

● User Awareness Training
○ Implement phishing-based training for users identified as clicking unknown links

or downloading unknown files.
○ Train users on how to forward suspicious links or emails to information security

for analysis.
○ Rapid7 recommends providing user awareness training at regular intervals to all

users in the CustomerName environment.
● Review Firewall and Proxy Policies

○ Review inbound and outbound URL and firewall access policies and block
high-risk categories, such as adult material, games, gambling, advertisements,
Peer-to-Peer file sharing, and dynamic DNS.
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○ Block all security categories, which include spyware, phishing, keylogging, and
malicious mobile code.

● Forward all possible Event Sources to InsightIDR
○ Rapid7 recommends forwarding all log sources to InsightIDR which provide value

for security events and investigations. Additionally, threat actors delete data as a
form of anti-forensics. Forwarding data to a SIEM serves as a backup copy of the
data in the event anti-forensics events are performed.

○ Information on how to forward a variety of data sources to InsightIDR can be
found here.

● Block or Warn on Uncategorized Sites at the Web Proxy
○ Aside from blocking uncategorized sites, certain web proxies will display a

warning page, but allow the user to continue by clicking a link in the warning
page. Either way, this will stop drive-by exploits and malware from being able to
download further payloads from the Internet, as most malware will not be able to
interact with the web proxy warning page.

● Change the Default File Association of JavaScript Files
○ By default, Windows opens JavaScript files using the Windows Script Host

(WScript.exe). Users rarely have a legitimate need to run JavaScript directly.
Changing the default file association for JavaScript files from WScript.exe to
another program, such as Notepad.exe, prevents the automatic execution of a
script by a user. This can be done via Group Policy.

○ For more information see SANS ISC InfoSec Forums - Controlling JavaScript
Malware Before it Runs.

● Restrict or Disable the Windows Script Host
○ The Windows Script Host can be used to execute script files written in various

languages, such as JavaScript (.js) and Visual Basic Script (.vbs). Changing the
permissions of the Windows Script Host in the SOFTWARE registry hive can
prevent or limit the execution of script files.

○ At the path HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows Script
Host\Settings in registry, set the variable TrustPolicy equal to two (2) to allow
scripts signed by a trusted publisher to run while blocking all other scripts, or set
the variable Enabled equal to zero (0) to completely disable the Windows Script
Host and prevent the execution of all supported script files.

● Block JavaScript or VBScript from Launching Downloaded Executable Content
○ Microsoft Defender for Endpoint customers can utilize the Attack Surface

Reduction rule Block JavaScript or VBScript from Launching Downloaded
Executable Content (GUID: d3e037e1-3eb8-44c8-a917-57927947596d) to
prevent the execution of unknown JavaScript files.
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Incident Details (Detailed Analysis)
This section describes the malicious activity that Rapid7 discovered while investigating the
compromise.

Resource Development

Resource Development consists of techniques that involve adversaries creating, purchasing, or
compromising/stealing resources that can be used to support targeting. These resources can be
leveraged by the adversary to aid in other phases of the adversary lifecycle, such as using
purchased domains to support Command and Control, email accounts for phishing as a part of
Initial Access, or stealing code signing certificates to help with Defense Evasion.

T1608.001 - Stage Capabilities: Upload Malware

The SocGholish family of malware has historically utilized numerous rotating domains and IP
addresses to host payloads. Based on previous investigations in other environments and Open
Source Intelligence (OSINT), Rapid7 observed that first stage payloads have been stored as
base64 encoded data on subdomains of adversary controlled infrastructure. The payloads were
often relatively small in size and had the format of a ZIP archive containing an obfuscated
JavaScript file.

The accessible nature of the payloads has allowed the adversaries utilizing SocGholish to
maintain a wide reach without over-extending their resources.

T1608.004 - Stage Capabilities: Drive-by Target

The SocGholish family of malware has historically developed Initial Access resources by
compromising legitimate websites. Based on previous investigations in other environments and
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), Rapid7 has observed that the adversaries utilizing
SocGholish injected one or more JavaScript functions into the source code of the compromised
websites. The purpose of the injected functions was to identify potential victims and display a
pop-up lure serving a first stage payload. Known lures associated with the SocGholish family of
malware have claimed that the targeted user’s browser was out of date, which has given this
campaign the colloquial name “fake browser updates.”

Initial Access

Initial Access consists of techniques that use various entry vectors to gain their initial foothold
within a network. Footholds gained through initial access may allow for continued access, like
valid accounts and use of external remote services, or may be limited-use due to changing
passwords.
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Rapid7 acquired the Google Chrome browser history associated with user ‘account01’ from the
path C:\Users\account01\AppData\Local\Google\Chrome\User Data\Default\History and
identified a Google search for the query “circle K kosher meaning” at 2022-10-11 20:44:18 UTC
followed by navigation to a webpage at the domain ok[.]org.

Rapid7’s analysis of the browser history indicated that, between 2022-10-11 20:45:20 UTC and
2022-10-11 20:45:26 UTC, user ‘account01’ downloaded two ZIP archives named download.zip
and download (1).zip from the domain ok[.]org to the path C:\Users\account01\Downloads\.

A complete collection of the relevant browser history data is available within Appendix G:
Browser History.

T1189 - Drive-By Compromise

Rapid7 recreated the Google search for the query “circle K kosher meaning” in a controlled
environment and navigated to the webpage at the domain ok[.]org. Rapid7 analyzed the source
code of the page and identified a JavaScript function injected to the legitimate page headers.

Adversaries can inject code into compromised webpages as a form of Drive-by Compromise.
This method of initial compromise allows campaigns to hold a wide reach without
over-extending an adversary’s resources.

Rapid7 determined that the purpose of the function was to load a script from a Command and
Control (C2) server at the domain ecar.allsunstates[.]com. Detailed analysis of the injected
functions can be found in Appendix H: Malware Analysis.

Rapid7 interacted with the lure and downloaded a copy of the payload, which contained an
obfuscated JavaScript file.

Scoping

Rapid7 reviewed the available network log data between 2022-10-11 00:00:00 UTC and
2022-10-18 00:00:00 UTC for the C2 domain ecar.allsunstates[.]com and identified DNS queries
from two other users from two unique assets. Rapid7 observed additional communication with
the C2 domain’s corresponding IP address, 45.10.42[.]26, from the same two users in the
available Firewall log data.

User ‘account02’ logged communication with the domain ecar.allsunstates[.]com from asset
‘asset02’ at 2022-10-12 23:13:27 UTC. User ‘account03’ logged communication with the domain
from asset ‘asset03’ at 2022-10-13 15:34:07 UTC.

Rapid7 reviewed the available log data and browser history associated with the accounts
‘account02’ and ‘account03’ and determined that the users likely visited compromised websites,
but were not served a fake update lure and did not download or execute a payload.
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Execution

Execution consists of techniques that result in adversary-controlled code running on a local or
remote system. Techniques that run malicious code are often paired with techniques from all
other tactics to achieve broader goals, such as exploring a network, establishing communications
with command and control (C2) infrastructure, or stealing data.

T1059.007 - Command and Scripting Interpreter: JavaScript

QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

Rapid7 acquired the ZIP archive download.zip from asset ‘asset01’ at the path
C:\Users\account01\Downloads\ via the Insight Agent and analyzed its contents,
QuickUpdate.5689c7.js, in a controlled environment.

Rapid7 determined that, upon successful execution, the payload communicated with a
Command and Control (C2) server at the domain 441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com.
Detailed analysis of QuickUpdate.5689c7.js is available in Appendix H: Malware Analysis.

Rapid7 observed the execution of QuickUpdate.5689c7.js twice on asset ‘asset01’ at
2022-10-11 20:45:31 UTC and 2022-10-11 20:45:49 UTC.

At 2022-10-11 20:45:32 UTC, Rapid7 observed communication with the C2 at the domain
441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com from user ‘account01’ in the available DNS log data.
Rapid did not observe additional communication to the C2 domain
441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com or its attributed IP address, 185.185.87[.]19, within the
available network log data.

Between 2022-10-11 20:45:53 UTC and 2022-10-11 20:50:24 UTC, the JavaScript file
QuickUpdate.5689c7.js executed ten discovery commands. The purpose of these commands
was to gather information about the compromised asset and user. Detailed information on the
discovery commands is available in the Discovery section of the Incident Details.

At 2022-10-11 20:56:49 UTC, the JavaScript file QuickUpdate.5689c7.js spawned two final
commands to create and execute a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file named ComSys.dll.

Figure 2 - Process Tree of Creation and Execution of ComSys.dll
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Rapid7 could not acquire the temporary file radF388B.tmp or the DLL ComSys.dll at the path
C:\Users\account01\AppData\Local\Temp\ for further analysis.

ComSysApp.dll

Rapid7 identified the execution of a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file named ComSysApp.dll from
the path C:\ProgramData\ComSysApp\ComSysApp.dll two times at 2022-10-11 21:45:07 UTC
and 2022-10-12 13:14:54 UTC.

The execution of ComSysApp.dll at 2022-10-12 13:14:54 UTC spawned four discovery
commands and two instances of the legitimate Windows Error Reporting Process, WerFault.exe,
between 2022-10-12 14:46:59 UTC and 2022-10-12 15:20:58 UTC. Open Source Intelligence
(OSINT) and previous investigations in other environments indicated to Rapid7 that
ComSysApp.dll likely injected code into the WerFault.exe processes.

Rapid7 could not acquire the DLL ComSysApp.dll from asset ‘asset01’ for further analysis.

Rapid7 did not identify the execution of any further suspicious processes in the available data in
the CustomerName environment.

Persistence
Persistence consists of techniques that adversaries use to keep access to systems across
restarts, changed credentials, and other interruptions that could cut off their access. Techniques
used for persistence include any access, action, or configuration changes that let them maintain
their foothold on systems, such as replacing or hijacking legitimate code or adding startup code.

T1547.001 - Boot or Logon Autostart Execution: Registry Run Keys /
Startup Folder

ComSysApp.dll

The execution of the DLL ComSysApp.dll occurred as a child process of the user logon process
tree. This indicated that the DLL attained a form of persistence called Logon Autostart Execution
on asset ‘asset01’.
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Figure 3 - Process Tree of Logon Autostart Execution Persistence

Two of the most common locations for Logon Autostart Execution persistence are the registry
run keys hosted within the HKEY Current User (HKCU) and HKEY Local Machine (HKLM)
SOFTWARE registry hives, and the Start up folders stored within each user’s Roaming profile and
the ProgramData directory.

Rapid7 acquired the HKCU registry hive of user ‘account01’ and the HKLM SOFTWARE hive of
asset ‘asset01’ via the Insight Agent and did not identify persistence in the registry run keys at
the time of the investigation. Rapid7 could not acquire the Start up folder of the user’s Roaming
profile or the ProgramData directory to determine whether or not persistence was created.

Defense Evasion
Defense Evasion consists of techniques that adversaries use to avoid detection throughout their
compromise. Techniques used for defense evasion include uninstalling/disabling security
software or obfuscating/encrypting data and scripts. Adversaries also leverage and abuse trusted
processes to hide and masquerade their malware. Other tactics’ techniques are cross-listed here
when those techniques include the added benefit of subverting defenses.

T1036.003 - Masquerading: Rename System Utilities

ComSysApp.exe

Rapid7 identified a renamed copy of RunDll32.exe called ComSysApp.exe execute from the
directory C:\ProgramData\ComSysApp\ twice at 2022-10-11 21:45:07 UTC and 2022-10-12
13:14:54 UTC.

Adversaries rename, move, and/or copy legitimate system utilities to try to evade security
mechanisms concerning the usage of those utilities.

T1055 - Process Injection

ComSysApp.dll
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Rapid7 observed the DLL ComSysApp.dll spawn two instances of the Windows Error Reporting
Process, WerFault.exe, at 2022-10-12 14:48:55 UTC and 2022-10-12 14:49:06 UTC. Based on
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) and previous investigations in other environments, Rapid7
believes ComSysApp.dll likely injected code into WerFault.exe.

Figure 4 - Process Tree of ComSysApp.dll Spawning WerFault.exe

Rapid7 could not acquire a copy of ComSysApp.dll from asset ‘asset01’ for analysis.

Discovery
Discovery consists of techniques an adversary may use to gain knowledge about the system and
internal network. These techniques help adversaries observe the environment and orient
themselves before deciding how to act. They also allow adversaries to explore what they can
control and what’s around their entry point in order to discover how it could benefit their current
objective. Native operating system tools are often used toward this post-compromise
information-gathering objective.

QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

At 2022-10-11 20:45:53 UTC, after communicating with the Command and Control (C2) server at
the domain 441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com, the JavaScript file QuickUpdate.5689c7.js
spawned the first of ten discovery commands. Rapid7 determined that the commands received
from the C2 server were an automated method of collecting information about privileged
accounts and high value targets for lateral movement. The last discovery command in the initial
post-exploitation activity occurred at 2022-10-11 20:50:24 UTC.
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Figure 5 - Process Tree of Initial Discovery Commands Spawned By QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

A complete explanation of what each command was capable of is available in Appendix I:
Discovery and Enumeration.

Rapid7 could not acquire the temporary files rad0FCA9.tmp and rad29315.tmp from the path
C:\Users\account01\AppData\Local\Temp\. Rapid7 could not acquire the Master File Table
(MFT) of asset ‘asset01’ to determine whether or not the temporary files containing the output
of the discovery commands existed at the time of the investigation.

ComSysApp.dll

Rapid7 observed the DLL ComSysApp.dll spawn four discovery commands between 2022-10-12
14:46:59 UTC and 2022-10-12 15:20:58 UTC. The first of the four discovery commands
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contained a spelling error, which suggested that a live attacker executed the commands and
that the DLL had remote access functionality.

Figure 6 - Process Tree of Discovery Commands Spawned by ComSysApp.dll

Rapid7 could not acquire the contents of the C:\ProgramData\ComSysApp\ directory for further
analysis.
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Appendix A: Alert Summary
Time to Respond

Event Time 2022-10-11 20:45:31 UTC

Alert Time 2022-10-11 20:47:10 UTC

Acknowledge Time 2022-10-11 21:23:40 UTC

Table 1 - Alert time and time to begin investigation

Associated Alerts

Suspicious Process - WScript Starts File From Within Archive

Suspicious Process - Explorer Runs JS File with WScript

Network Discovery - Nltest Enumerate Domain Controllers

Suspicious Process - Renamed RunDLL32

Table 2 - Investigation IDs from IDR
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Appendix B: Incident Severity
Rapid7 classified this incident with Medium severity.

Rapid7 determines the severity of an incident based on a number of factors, including:
● Intent: Whether the threat appears to be targeted or opportunistic/automated, and the

likely objectives of the attack
● Scope: The number and criticality of systems and users impacted
● Ongoing Activity: Whether the incident appears to have been fully contained/no longer

active, or whether the attacker remains active within the environment
● Impact: The criticality of in-scope assets or users, evidence of data exfiltration, etc.

Incident
Severity Incident Definition Example Incident(s)

Low
A non-targeted, low-impact threat involving a
small number of systems or users which is
already contained by existing security
controls.

A non-targeted phishing attack with no
evidence that the recipient(s) provided
credentials.

Medium
A non-targeted, low-impact threat impacting
a small number of systems or users, but
requiring additional actions from you to fully
contain and eradicate the threat.

Malware delivered via a non-targeted
phishing attack that is only partially blocked
on an endpoint.

High
A high risk or high impact threat, often
impacting a large number of systems or
users and ongoing attacker activity.

Unauthorized interactive network access
with evidence of reconnaissance, privilege
escalation, lateral movement, data
exfiltration, or other signs of a late-stage
compromise being observed.

Table 3 - Severity levels and Incident Types
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Appendix C: Affected Assets

Hostname Disposition

asset01 Compromised

Table 4 - Affected Hosts
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Appendix D: Compromised Accounts

Compromised Account Notes

account01 Visited compromised website, downloaded and executed
JavaScript payload

account02 Visited compromised website, did not download or
execute a payload

account03 Visited compromised website, did not download or
execute a payload

Table 5 - Affected Accounts
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Appendix E: Indicators of Compromise
File

File Name File Path SHA256 Notes

download.zip C:\Users\account01\Do
wnloads\download.zip

8e2cf3e42f54ff823ff5d1
bb99362c5a60c3da2b6
764a8b52ade30b4dd1a
4709

First Download ofZIP
containing initial
JavaScript payload

download (1).zip
C:\Users\account01\Do
wnloads\download
(1).zip

Second download of
ZIP containing initial
JavaScript payload

QuickUpdate.5689c7.js
C:\Users\account01\Do
wnloads\download\Quic
kUpdate.5689c7.js

d5479e403ceda22d572
29f889390f417060b8bc
461aff1fce1938ee585d
b44f3

Location of JavaScript
payload inside ZIP
archive

QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

C:\Users\account01\Ap
pData\Local\Temp\Tem
p1_download.zip\Quick
Update.5689c7.js

d5479e403ceda22d572
29f889390f417060b8bc
461aff1fce1938ee585d
b44f3

Temporary path of
JavaScript payload
during execution

rad0FCA9.tmp
C:\Users\account01\Ap
pData\Local\Temp\rad0
FCA9.tmp

Temporary file created
to contain results of
whoami query

rad943CE.tmp
C:\Users\account01\Ap
pData\Local\Temp\rad9
43CE.tmp

Temporary file renamed
to ComSys.dll

ComSys.dll
C:\Users\account01\Ap
pData\Local\Temp\Com
Sys.dll

First DLL payload

ComSysApp.dll C:\ProgramData\ComS
ysApp\ComSysApp.dll Second DLL payload

ComSysApp.exe C:\ProgramData\ComS
ysApp\ComSysApp.exe

Renamed version of the
legitimate Windows
binary RunDll32.exe

Table 6 - File Based Indicators of Compromise
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Network

Network Based Indicator Notes

hXXps://www.ok[.]org/about/news-room/k-
symbol-can-use-food-packaging/

Compromised web page which user ‘account01’
navigated to

45.10.42[.]26
IP address associated with the C2 server at the domain
allsunstates[.]com - embedded within compromised
website

hXXps://ecar.allsunstates[.]com/report?r=d
j03MDgyZTc5ZmNhN2EwY2M2YjA3NCZj
aWQ9MjYz

C2 URL embedded within JavaScript injected into
compromised website

hXXps://ecar.allsunstates[.]com/report?r=Y
2lkPTI2MyZ2PTRlYjk3YWU3MWI3NjZhYj
EyMWU0

C2 URL which hosted the JavaScript payload
QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

185.185.87[.]19
IP address associated with the Command and Control
(C2) server at the domain
441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com

hXXps://441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[
.]com/ajaxTimeout

URL of the Command and Control (C2) server within the
JavaScript payload QuickUpdate.5689c7.js

Table 7 - Network Based Indicators of Compromise
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Appendix F: Incident Category and Type

Compromise Category Compromise Type

Malicious Code Virus

Reconnaissance Post-Exploitation Discovery

Table 8 - Incident Category and Type
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Appendix G: Browser History
Google Chrome URL History

This table contains relevant information about search queries and websites visited logged in the
urls table of the Google Chrome History database associated with user ‘account01’.

Timestamp (UTC) Title URL

2022-10-11 20:44:18 circle K kosher meaning -
Google Search

hXXps://www.google[.]com/search?q=circle+K+kos
her+meaning&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS928CR928&oq
=circle+K+kosher+meaning&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i
22i30j0i390l4.5295j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8

2022-10-11 20:44:45 Update Chrome hXXps://www.ok[.]org/about/news-room/k-symbol-c
an-use-food-packaging/

Table 9 - Google Chrome URLs Browser History

Google Chrome Download History

This table contains relevant information about downloaded files logged in the downloads table
of the Google Chrome History database associated with user ‘account01’.

Timestamp (UTC) Current Path Tab URL Opene
d

2022-10-11 20:45:20 C:\Users\account01\Downlo
ads\download.zip

hXXps://www.ok[.]org/about/news-room/k-sy
mbol-can-use-food-packaging/ 1

2022-10-11 20:45:26 C:\Users\account01\Downlo
ads\download (1).zip

hXXps://www.ok[.]org/about/news-room/k-sy
mbol-can-use-food-packaging/ 0

Table 10 - Google Chrome Downloads Browser History
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Appendix H: Malware Analysis
Compromised Website
Rapid7 analyzed the source code of the compromised web page at the URL
hXXps://www.ok[.]org/about/news-room/k-symbol-can-use-food-packaging/ and identified a
JavaScript function injected to the legitimate page headers:

Figure 7 - Obfuscated JavaScript Function Injected to the Legitimate Webpage’s HTML Headers

Rapid7 determined that the injected function contained the following properties and
characteristics:

● Displayed different information depending on whether or not certain conditions were
met, such as:

○ The user had never visited the website before.
○ The user agent of the browser session was Windows based.
○ The compromised website was reached via a third party website, as opposed to

being typed in to the address bar and navigated to directly.
● If the conditions were not met, the JavaScript function exited and the legitimate page’s

contents were displayed.
● If the conditions were met, the JavaScript function loaded a script from an external

Command and Control (C2) server at the URL
hXXps://ecar.allsunstates[.]com/report?r=dj03MDgyZTc5ZmNhN2EwY2M2YjA3NCZjaWQ
9MjYz.

The conditions checked by the JavaScript function were an anti-analysis measure used to make
it more difficult for security researchers to obtain and document the malware family’s
framework and payloads.

Rapid7 could not obtain the source code hosted at the C2 URL. Based on Open Source
Intelligence (OSINT) and previous investigations in other environments, the code hosted at the
first C2 URL performed further checks to prevent analysis by security researchers, as well as
checks to determine which lure to display to victims. Known lures associated with the
SocGholish family of malware have claimed that the targeted user’s browser was out of date,
which has given this campaign the colloquial name “fake browser updates.”
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Rapid7 interacted with the compromised website in a controlled environment and was served a
lure which claimed that the Google Chrome browser was out of date. The source code of the
page contained a secondary URL hosted on the same C2 server:
hXXps://ecar.allsunstates[.]com/report?r=Y2lkPTI2MyZ2PTRlYjk3YWU3MWI3NjZhYjEyMWU0.
Rapid7 acquired the source code of the secondary C2 URL and determined that it contained a
base64 encoded copy of a ZIP archive named download.zip:

Figure 8 - Script Hosted at the Second URL at the C2 domain ecar.allsunstates[.]com

QuickUpdate.5689c7.js
The JavaScript file QuickUpdate.5689c7.js contained obfuscated code:

Figure 9 - Obfuscated Contents of QuickUpdate.5689c7.js
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Rapid7 deobfuscated the JavaScript file and determined that upon successful execution, the
payload performed the following actions:

● Initiated a POST request to a Command and Control (C2) server at the URL
hXXps://441c.demand.sageyogatherapies[.]com/ajaxTimeout.

● Sent the string 1aVHNkflHI+99gknyBUXqnL0NBb1xT2y5BwEuR+tPw== with the POST
request.

● Executed the response text received from the C2 using JavaScript’s eval function.

Figure 10 - Deobfuscated and Simplified Copy of QuickUpdate.5689c7.js
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Appendix I: Discovery and Enumeration

cmdkey
Cmdkey is a native Windows binary which can create, list, and delete stored usernames and
passwords. For more complete information on the capabilities of cmdkey, please review the
corresponding Microsoft Documentation.

cmdkey /list

When used with the /list flag, cmdkey will display a list of all stored usernames and credentials.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: TA0006 - Credential Access.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1003 - OS Credential Dumping.

net
The Windows net commands encompass a variety of network based tools and utilities which
are used by administrators. Net commands can alter user account information, passwords, list
members of an Organizational Unit or group, add or remove user accounts from groups, and
create and delete user accounts amongst a host of other capabilities. For more complete
information on the capabilities of net commands, please review the corresponding Microsoft
Documentation.

net group

The net group command can be used to display or change information associated with groups
in domains. When used with the /domain flag, the query is performed on the domain controller
of the current domain. For more complete information on the capabilities of net group, please
review the corresponding Microsoft Documentation.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1087.002 - Account Discovery: Domain Account.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1069.002 - Permission Groups Discovery: Domain Groups.

net group "Domain Admins"

Successful attempts to query net group "Domain Admins" will return a list of all users in the
domain administrators group. A threat actor can use this command to identify user accounts
with high privilege levels for lateral movement.

net group "Enterprise Admins"
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Successful attempts to query net group "Enterprise Admins" will return a list of all users in the
enterprise administrators group. Enterprise administrators are the domain administrators of the
root domain. A threat actor can use this command to identify user accounts with high privilege
levels for lateral movement.

net localgroup

The net localgroup command can be used to display or change information associated with
local groups on the current asset. When used with the /domain flag, the command is run on the
domain controller for the current domain. For more information on the capabilities of net
localgroup, please review the corresponding Microsoft Documentation.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1087.001 - Account Discovery: Local Account.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1069.001 - Permission Groups Discovery: Local Groups.

net localgroup administrators

Successful attempts to query net localgroup administrators will return a list of all members of
the local administrator group on the current asset. A threat actor can use this command to
identify user accounts with high privilege levels, which can be used to run certain commands
which may not be permitted under standard user accounts.

nltest
Nltest is a native Windows binary which can be used to list information about domain
controllers and trusted domains, as well as to perform remote shutdowns. For more complete
information on the capabilities of nltest, please review the Microsoft Documentation.

nltest /dclist:<DomainName>

When used with the /dclist: flag, nltest outputs a list of the domain controllers associated with
the listed domain. If no domain is specified, the command outputs a series of help options. A
threat actor can use this information in order to identify domain controllers as targets for further
compromise.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1018 - Remote System Discovery.

nltest /domain_trusts

When used with the /domain_trusts flag, nltest outputs a list of all domains trusted by the
domain of the compromised asset. A threat actor can use this information in order to identify
targets for lateral movement Windows multi-domain/forest environments.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1482 - Domain Trust Discovery.
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SystemInfo
SystemInfo is a native Windows binary which displays various information about an asset. This
can include operating system configuration, hardware properties, and security information. More
information on the usage of SystemInfo and its arguments can be found in the corresponding
Microsoft Documentation.

systeminfo

A threat actor can abuse the SystemInfo utility to gain access to useful information about a
compromised asset. This information can allow a threat actor to ensure that further malicious
tools and payloads are properly formatted for a targeted asset.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: S0096 - Systeminfo.

findstr

In some cases a threat actor can pipe the output of a SystemInfo command to another utility,
such as the Find String (findstr) utility, which is used to search for patterns in the provided input.
This quickly filters the information output by SystemInfo and can be used by a threat actor to
quickly identify valuable information. More information on findstr can be found at the
corresponding Microsoft Documentation.

Each flag used in a command will alter the way findstr searches for the specified search
term(s):

● /S: Recursively search the current directory and all subdirectories.
● /M: If a file contains a match, print only the file name.
● /I: Ignore the case of characters.
● /C:<string>: Treat the search term as a literal string instead of as a regular expression.

whoami
Whoami is a native Windows binary which can be used to list information associated with the
current user, such as the user’s domain and full username. For more complete information on
the capabilities of whoami, please review the Microsoft Documentation.

whoami /all

When used with the /all flag, whoami outputs the current user name, groups the user belongs to,
security identifiers (SID), and the user’s privileges. A threat actor can use this information in
order to:

● Identify the structure and types of groups used within an environment.
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● Determine if the impacted user has significant access to domains across an
environment.

● Determine if the impacted user has administrator privileges.
● Identify which tools and malware could be executed under the context of the impacted

user.
● Laterally move across an environment.

MITRE ATT&CK ID: T1033 - System Owner/User Discovery.
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